
FOSTERING SOCIAL INCLUSION DURING COVID19 LOCKDOWN

Social-communication being one of the important challenges for people on the
autism spectrum, we found various forms of art to be one of the best mediums
to express the innumerable possibilities of a person with autism. Our
intervention is based on a person-centred approach but we aim to reach more
people from the community in order to celebrate neurodiversity. 

We hosted events on festivals to weave our community together including our
students and their families, corporate volunteers, funders and well-wishers.
The students performed and we explored the innumerable possibilities of a
person with Autism or ID. We undertook every measure possible within the
given circumstances to knit our family together.

We continued with our virtual celebrations of festivals, important days etc in
order to add joy and positive hope among all amidst the time of COVID19
lockdown.
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EID UL FITR 2020

We virtually celebrated EID UL FITR this year with more than 60 families. Our
e-invite is being prepared by one of our trainees from Pragati towards
livelihood(a unit of BGCT)

Our students brought forth the importance of 'Azaan' through their short
narrations. Each of our student expressed their 'dua' to the lord as part of our
program.

One of our well-wishers, Srijonee a vocalist based in Mumbai who has been a
student of Hindustani Classical and several semi-classical forms of music for
two decades added more colour to the celebration with her beautiful voice and
songs. Our e-invite is prepared by one of our young adults from Pragati
towards Livelihood (a unit of BGCT).

Take a glimpse of EID UL FITR:
https://www.facebook.com/100423724870450/posts/149191983326957/

https://www.facebook.com/100423724870450/posts/149191983326957/


FAMILY DAY 2020 ON THE OCCASION OF AUTISM PRIDE DAY

we celebrated Autism Pride Day as 'Family Day'  to bring forth the talent of the
individuals on the spectrum and it gave us immense pleasure to have one of
our ex-students as the performer of the show with 300 people as audience
including corporate volunteers, well-wishers, our team and students along
with their families.

Aditya Vittal, our alumni from Bubbles Centre for Autism (a unit of BGCT) was
the performer of the evening. We were enthralled by his songs and we were
proud to be associated with his journey towards suceess. The e-invite has been
created by one of our young adults.

Enjoy the wonderful event here:
https://www.facebook.com/100423724870450/posts/155291332717022/

https://www.facebook.com/100423724870450/posts/155291332717022/


'DOSTANA'- ON OCCASION OF FRIENDSHIP DAY AND RAKHI

Vishakha Verma, is the Director of Vishakha’s Dance & Music Institute in Dubai,
where inclusive art forms highlight her unique and pristine venture. It is her
vision to explore dance, to thread along the tender yet strong experience a
performance can bring in and weave together a magical blend of pure talent
and creativity. She was our instructor for the fun-filled dance session.

Our Supermoms performed together and our trainees from Pragati towards
livelihood on the theme of friendship. It instills our faith in the power of the
collective and we spread across the borders.

Checkout our interactive session:
https://www.facebook.com/celebrateneurodiversity2020/videos/3221957888
06917/

https://www.facebook.com/celebrateneurodiversity2020/videos/322195788806917/


ORGANIZATION'S CAPACITY BUILDING

We are grateful for our BGCT staff for their relentless effort and continued
learning to adapt to the 'new' normal. We wanted to thank all of them by
having exciting sessions to gain from the experience and to de-stress during
these challenging times. We wanted to focus on skill training along with mental
health for our team.

Poulomi Das(Director of Programs, Phicus Social Solutions), she is a reader,
doll maker, knitter, she conducted a session on puppet doll making with paper.
The session was gave us an opportunity to learn on a new technique useful for
the purpose of story telling. The dolls we made was supposed to represent
each our personalities hence it was an interactive and fun session.

We  learnt basic sign language with Prathana Kaul, co-founder of GiftAbled, cause
marketeer, motivational trainer and social entrepreneur. She took us through the
two different sign language system and we got the opportunity to take a step
forward towards inclusion. We have taken the lessons forward to our trainees and 
 it has now become an important part of our training focusing on communication
skills.



MAKING OUR PRESENCE FELT

We got the wonderful opportunity from a blog platform Lockdown Voices. Our
organization have focused on social inclusion during these times of pandemic,
hence the Lockdown Voices featured us in a blog names- 'In togetherness'. 

Here is the link to the blog: https://lockdownvoices.in/2020/07/08/in-
togetherness/

We were one of the NGO partners who was chosen by ART MANTRAM to speak at
the coverage for GLASSHOUSE FESTIVAL through TALKRADIO NEW YORK in
the month of June, 2020. We have been grateful being a partner of ART
MANTRAM to include art as an important medium for our students and we have
been part of various events organized by Art Mantram since 2014. We are grateful
to Jija Harisingh(founder) and the team of Art Mantram for their continued
support.

Volunteers have been one of the backbones for our organization and we have got
immense support from our corporate partners. We have online orientation
sessions and our volunteers have been supporting us to build teaching-learning
materials, video editing etc. We have been connected through virtual mediums in
the last few months during COVID19 lockdown and we have reached more well-
wishers.

 

https://lockdownvoices.in/2020/07/08/in-togetherness/
https://lockdownvoices.in/2020/07/08/in-togetherness/


NEW INITIATIVES DURING COVID19 LOCKDOWN

COVID19 Lockdown hurled us all with challenges, we did not deter to take new steps
to carry on with our work. Due to logistics, we could not continue our training on
block printing. We had begun with our mosaic art in the physical setup and we
focused more on it. We introduced various levels of mosaic art at Bubbles Centre for
Autism and Pragati towards livelihood- basic, Intermediate and advanced.

Our students enjoyed the colorful activity which brings together beautiful designs. We
are grateful to have mosaic paper artwork as one of the important skill building areas
for our students during this virtual sessions.

               

             

Our Aadhar Outreach Program required a strategy change as travel was on halt for our
team to continue training at the local partner Vatsalya Trust in Hospete. We received
support from our funder IDFC FIRST Bank, to build new ways to reach the 20 children
in our Early Intervention Unit.

We had provided ration in the month of April, 2020 and finally in June, 2020, we
resumed our training program through virtual sessions with the teachers of Vatsalya
Trust. The teachers empowered the parents through weekly home visits taking all
precautionary measures. We could finally have activities built for our students in the
home space with the involvement of their parents.  We have been successful to
function and reach the children under these lockdown circumstances.



IMPACT STORIES

Highlight from BGCT Team

Recently, Kerala has received heavy rainfall and there were alarms raised
with the rising water levels at the rivers. One of our staff member, Aksa
Abraham working in the digital literacy unit of Pragati towards
Livelihood (a unit of BGCT), was residing in one of the red alert areas.
She narrated to us the way on the night of 5th August, the water level
rose and none in her household could sleep. They had packed their
essentials to leave for the shelter camps. Aksa's determination being
undeterred, she continued her work with power backup to be prepared
for her next day sessions. Keeping in mind, she had individually taken up
responsibilities of few sessions, she managed her classes the next day
keeping her gadgets secured on time. 

We acknowledge and feel proud to have her as part of our team. More
power to Aksa, to continue beyond all challenges towards a brighter
tomorrow!

Story of Determination and Change

We are ongoing presently our planning for one of our programs, we
came across Raghu N.Hubbali, Director of Ashadeepa Angavikalara Sarva
Abhiwruddhi Seva Samsthe
 in Bagalkot, Karnataka.

He is a person with disability, running the organization since 2004, with
the board comprising of all members with disability. His programs are
focused towards Early Intervention. community level intervention,
women helpline service and Livelihood training. We salute his
enthusiasm and spirit for the immense impact he has brought in for
individuals with disabilities.

One striking incident, which moved us, happened in November 2015,
when Raghu N. Hubbali along with 10 other persons with disabilities
from Karnataka traveled to Jantar Mantar on their own bikes. They
completed the journey in 19 days covering almost 300km per day. They
wanted to stand for their rights to protest on World Disability Day for
the passing of the RPWD Act (Rights of persons with disabilities). 

Here, is a story of a man who traversed all paths and took up challenges
to overcome them giving us the learning that all we need is the spirit to
bring about a difference.



REFLECTIONS DURING LOCKDOWN 2020

Visual perception- Nilima Mukherji Program head,
Bubbles Centre for Autism(a unit of BGCT)

"Our eyes are our windows to experience the rich world
around us. It captured data and sends it to the brain. Our
brain is the machine which helps us to function well, with
this data. Many cognitive processes take place in the brain
to help us organize, read, write, learn, problem solve, and
carry on with our daily activities.

Visual perception is the process of absorbing what one
sees, organizing it in the brain, and making sense of it.
Strong visual perception skills help in sharpening the
cognitive processes. Visual perception is made up of many
areas. We integrate the visual perception through
imitation, worksheets and memory games etc."

We are exploring visual perception techniques through our
virtual sessions presently.

Art- a symbol of emotion 

Shreya Naik, one of our well wishers has created this
artwork being inspired from our virtual EID celebration in
2020. We are grateful to her for the wonderful rendition.

Here is the link to her painting on Instagram:
https://shreyanaik.home.blog/2020/06/18/new-moon-
at-bubbles-pragati/

Support us: bit.ly/supportBGCT 

https://shreyanaik.home.blog/2020/06/18/new-moon-at-bubbles-pragati/
http://bit.ly/supportBGCT
http://bit.ly/supportBGCT

